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Interactive Exhibit
(Experience it yourself)

The airplane fulfilled the dream of our ancestors, who wanted to,
‘to fly free in the sky.’ Now, since the dream has come true, we
take safe flights and smooth service for granted. However, none
of this would be possible without the support of many people
working behind the scenes, and lots of special technical
equipment and materials.
In this exhibit, you will be introduced to the work done in an
airport primarily through the airport motor vehicles.
You will also be able to experience the size of an actual aircraft
through parts of real plane and its model.
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Tire of Boeing 747
Diameter: About 1.2m
Width: About 0.5m
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Fire truck
When snow sticks to the wings and body of
the plane, the aerodynamics of the plane
change making it very dangerous to fly.
De-icing cars remove the snow and ice that
sticks to the wings and body using heated
water and hot air. Then they spray an
anti-freeze mixture so that the wings and
body do not freeze, thus preventing
accidents.

Hydrant car / Tank car
A Cherry picker is a car used for
maintenance and for checking high places
such as main wings and tail wings of the
plane.

Most main airports are equipped with
underground oil pipes (Hydrant), which
can be accessed from the tarmac. A
hydrant car pumps fuel into the planes. It
connects with the pipe nozzle on the
ground and by pressurizing the fuel,
supplies a large quantity of fuel to the fuel
tank of the plane in a very short time.
Tank cars equipped with a fuel tank and
pump are used to supply fuel at airports
that are not equipped with a Hydrant.

Towing tractor

Cargo loader
A Towing tractor is a car that tows a dolly
loaded with freight. As it has to tow many
dollies, the car is heavy compared to its
small size. It runs slow but has high power
for towing.

It exchanges it 200 times by the takeoff and landing of a weak level.

Passenger step

Belt loader
Cargo loaders take freight out of a shipping
container, lift it to the height of cargo hold
in the plane, and load the freight into the
cargo hold.

High lift truck / Catering car
Belt loaders are vehicles with movable
belts for unloading and loading baggage,
mail and cargo from the cargo hold of a
plane.

High lift trucks or Catering cars lift their
loading platform to the height of the plane
door, to load cabin service goods onto the
plane.

The impact received when taking off and landing : by about 1.5t per one.

Pushback truck

Cargo loader

Cherry picker
Airports are equipped with exclusive fire
trucks in case an aircraft catches fire. When
an accident happens, fire trucks promptly
go to the scene, and put out the fire using
chemical fire extinguisher and other
methods.

Limousine bus

Catering car

Towing tractor

De-icing car

Weight: About 120kg

High lift truck

Passenger step

＃For explanatory reasons, all the vehicles are placed on the right side.

Pushback truck
A Passenger step car is a car equipped with
steps. It is used at airports which don't
have boarding bridges or when passengers
h a v e t o b o a r d o r g e t o ff t h e p l a n e
somewhere other than a gate. There are 2
types of passenger steps, one has a roof
(canopy) and the other is open.

Limousine bus
Pushback trucks are towing cars used to
move planes. In order to go out to a
runway from the spot, a plane has to go
backward and turn around. But the planes
are unable to go backwards, so the
pushback trucks push the plane until it
reaches the taxiway and is able to move by
itself.
Usually, it tows with a special connecting
bar called 'towbar,' but today, trucks
without towbars are increasing. Instead of
using a towbar, these trucks scoop up the
nose wheel, lifting it off the ground, and
allows the tug to maneuver the aircraft
freely.

Lavatory service car
Limousine buses carry passengers from the
plane to an arrival lounge.
So that they won't get in the way of
aircrafts, the bus has a low roof. The bus is
wide so that many passengers can board in
a short time.

ILavatory service car pumps out waste
water from the plane toilet, cleans the tank,
and resupplies the tanks with new water.

Marshaling car

Snowplow
A Marshaling car carries a marshaler, who
guides the plane to the precise stopping
spot. The car is equipped with a
hydraulically operated elevating platform,
which can lift the marshaler 4m in
maximum, so that the marshaler is visible
from the cockpit.

Tire B787
A snowplow removes snow from runways
and apron.

The latest, structural tire that Bridgestone Tire Co., Ltd. developed in October, 2008
is adopted for a lot of aircraft including B777, and the adoption is decided to latest
B787.Does the tire that has been exhibited here : the tire of latest B787. It offered it
to Bridgestone Co., Ltd..
This tire adopts latest, radial structure RRR (triple
are = Revolutionarily Reinforced Radial) to
achieve high safety and the fuel cost efficiency
so far. Higher safety is secured by using high
elasticity and the high-strength fiber internally,
and the frequency that can land by improving
a bras i o n res i s ta nc e h a s b e e n in c re a se d.
Moreover, the feature is that the fuel input
rating decreases by lightening.
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